BRITISH RANK INSIGNIA

BRITISH 53rd INFANTRY
DIVISION PATCHES

1/48
FG48020

1/35
AR99062

$8.95

$6.95
All Enlisted rank patches.
Over 85 patches
Comes with Wet Media paper for easy positioning.

Enough to build 12 figures with extras. Comes with
complete illustrated instructions and Wet Media paper
for easy positioning.

Researched by: Bob Gregory

Researched by Patrick Selitenny

HEER LATE WAR
UNIFORM PATCHES

VOLKSSTURM ARMBANDS
1/35
AR99063

1/48
FG35048

$5.95

$6.95

Abbreviated sheet with most prominent German Uniform
Patches with enough to build several figures plus a lot
of extras including Tank Destruction Badges. Comes
with complete illustrated instructions and Wet Media
paper
for
easy
positioning.

Sheet contains 12 armbands. Comes with instructions
and Wet Media Paper for easy positioning and
application.

Researched by Roddy MacDougall

HUMAN EYEBALL DECALS

SUPER HERO EYEBALL DECALS

Sheets not shown actual size. All artwork is copyrighted by Woody Vondracek and may include intentional errors to protect copyrights.

Indicates sheets available to dealers

90mm to 1/4
AR99003A

1/6 to 1/4 scale
AR99064

$5.95

$5.95

PHOTO REALISTIC Human iris water slide decals
suitable for figures from 54mm to 1/4 scale. Seven
different colors with photo realistic striations, blending
and catch lights as shown.
Sizes include: .150" (3.81mm), .122" (3.10mm), .098"
(2.49mm), .078" (1.98mm), .063" (1.6mm) and .050"
(1.27mm). Anything smaller than that shows no detail.
Enough to do 84 figures..

Sheet contains thirty four pairs of Super Hero irises .114
inch (3 mm), .076 inch (2 mm) and .058 inch (1.5 mm) in
diameter, in 7 different colors. Illustrated instructions
included.

AR99064
ARTWORK BY JOHN FICCHI
© 2013 ARCHER FINE TRANSFERS

Research and artwork by: John Ficchi

HUMAN EYEBALL DECALS
90mm to 1/4
AR99003B

$5.95

AR99003B
© 2010 ARCHER FINE TRANSFERS

PALE PHOTO REALISTIC Human iris water slide
decals create a "ghostly or ghoulish" eye and are
suitable for figures from 54mm to 1/4 scale. Seven
different colors with photo realistic striations, blending
and catch lights as shown.
Sizes include: .150" (3.81mm), .122" (3.10mm), .098"
(2.49mm), .078" (1.98mm), .063" (1.6mm) and .050"
(1.27mm). Anything smaller than that shows no detail.
Enough to do 84 figures..

BRITISH 50th ID PATCHES
1/35
AR99061

$9.95
Enough for 35 figures with extras. Includes illustrated
instructions and Wet Media Paper™ for easy
positioning.

Researched by Patrick Selitrenny

US ARMY, CORPS and
SPECIAL SERVICE PATCHES

1/35
AR99065

$9.50
Sheet contains twelve each of 6th Army, 5th and 7thy
Corps and Special Service uniform patches as seen on
combat uniforms. Wet Medium Paper™ and instructions
included.

US ARMY and CORPS PATCHES

1/35
AR99066

$6.50

Sheet contains twelve each of 3rd Army and 2nd and 6th
Corps uniform patches as seen on combat uniforms. Wet
Medium Paper™ and instructions included.
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